Abstract-Aim of this work is particle system simulation by the new programming language therefore we reviewed several methods for simulation of plasma systems. The particle-in-cell (PIC) method is then applied on a simple plasma system. In the PIC method ions are considered as a neutral-stationary background where electrons move around their initially occupied equilibrium states in one-dimension according to the Maxwell velocity distribution and the electromagnetic wave introduced as a disturbance into the system. The simulation starts from the point where the electromagnetic wave disturbs locations and velocities of the system particles (electrons) to reach an equilibrium state. The simulation program is written in SQL/Q-Basic. Here we demonstrated the successful use of PIC method on a wide variety of N particle plasma systems. In addition, this method could be used in three dimensional cases and with other field calculation methods, e.g. cloud-in-cell (CIC).
I. INTRODUCTION
Plasmas simulation introduce in two method, fluid simulation and kinetic simulation. Fluid simulation is done in two types of MHD and Two fluid codes. Kinetic simulation is done in four type of Vlasov, Full particle, Test particle and Hybrid codes in which ions and electrons considered as fluid and as kinetic particles (Fluid ions and kinetic electrons) [1] [2] [3] .
Between these methods only Full particle code represented. In this method all of particle available into plasma interested and interaction between them modelled and hereby effect of them on together reflected as a change in position and velocity of particles. This method also divides into three types of Particle-Particle code, Tree code and particle-cell code. One of these code e.g. particle-cell will be discussed in this work.
II. PARTICLE-IN-CELL CODE
Particle in cell (PIC) is a prevailing method used in gravitational N particle systems, compressible and incompressible fluid and extremely in plasmas models. PIC simulation divided into two fundamental part "particle-particle" and "particle-mesh" that known as (P3M) technique of Hockney and Eastwood [4] .In this approach, the charge of each particle is distributed among the nearest grid points, and then the electric field is calculated by solving Poisson's equation using the charge density on the grid as the source [5] .
III. AN EXAMPLE PIC SIMULATION
One dimensional assumption system for simulation is plasma consist of ions and electrons. Ions consider as a neutral base don't have motion. Original discussion cases are electrons that are elementally occupied equilibrium state and obey from Maxwell velocity distribution. Passing a electromagnetic wave from plasma create a disturbance in location and velocities of system particles (electrons). We begin simulation from this state and continue it to reach an equilibrium state. 
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Therefore field on cell points be obtained and field on particle can be calculated. As signed earlier, weighting action again used. But in this case reverse action, exert on cells, done and each particle share form environmental cells field. Here again NGP method used but another accuracy methods can be used providing its accuracy much than charge ration method accuracy.
'**********cal Ei Set v = CurrentDb.QueryDefs("e(i)") [l])); continuation on simulation process for defined system, some graph obtained, explored and analyzed them. Fig. 1a Shows graph of velocity with respect to time. This graph shows that how particle velocity changes when distortion exert on system. If we attend on minus peak of velocity, it will be understood that amplitude of this peak decrease along time and this indicate that system is reaching to equilibrium. Fig. 1b . Shows tribulation effect on particles in which turn away them from their region. In fact energy of distortion on particle caused that they run away from deby distance and turned away but after a few time this changes decreased and went to horizontal line.
As seen in Fig. 1c . field get a pendulous shape but after a few time this progress be slowed and neared to equilibrium. But must attended that this field referred to one sample particle and in the case of other particle may be had different shape. However it is possible to analyze effects of disturbance on them.
Average field on whole particle must always be zero but this deviation from actual that seen in fig. 1d indicated a large error on simulation and caused by using of NGP method to charge and field ration. 
I. SUMMARIES
According to indicted case we can use this method to spread area of systems and see result of them. This needs a correct understanding about systems and corrects modeling of them. By used this method to three dimensional systems and suitable ration action and adding some subprograms to correct errors, can obtain actual and accurate results. Difference between this method and other PIC simulation programs is on using SQL language and capability of its query tools. In this method we can create a data structure between tables that save data on time. Using these tables and structure help to access quickly to result of simulation and take diagrams and reports of them.
